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Highlights of the Month
• Global equity markets managed to eke out a second consecutive month of gains amid rise in yields and cases
• Cyclical and value stocks were the main contributor to the returns, while growth names underperformed
• MSCI All Country World Index rose 2.5% and EM fell 1.7% underperforming DM by 4.8%
• MENA equities outperformed with S&P Pan Arab Composite Index up 6.5% on strong returns from Saudi
• In our EM fixed income universe, the Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Aggregate TRI returned -1.3%
• In EM sovereigns, Sri Lanka outperformed (+9%), while Turkey (-5.7%) and Senegal (-5.7%) underperformed
• We are overweight equities (cyclical/value) and commodities and underweight fixed income
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Global Equities
Global equity markets managed to eke out a second
consecutive month of gains amid a steep increase in 10year US Treasury yields (+34bps MoM), worries about
rising inflation expectations with Fed not looking to
anchor long-term yields and rising infection
rates. Cyclical and value stocks which tend to benefit
from higher yields, turnaround in economic growth
and economy reopening were the main contributors to
the
returns.
MSCI
All
Country
World
(ACW) Index and S&P 500 Index closed
the month up 2.5% and 4.2%, respectively. MSCI ACW
Value Index gained 4.7% in March outperforming
the MSCI ACW Growth Index by 4.6%. In US, Dow
Jones Index rose 6.6% outperforming the Nasdaq
Composite Index by 6.2%. Work from homes stocks
continued to underperform with reopening plays leading
the rebound. The month also witnessed the passage
of President Biden’s $1.9tn stimulus package which
was much higher than the market expectations. He also
unveiled a more than $2tn infrastructure and economic
recovery package to be funded by an increase in
corporate tax rate to 28% from 21%. Biden doubled his
goal for coronavirus vaccinations to 200mn in his first
100 days in office, as the inoculations progressed much
ahead of the expectations averaging 2.4mn doses a
day in March versus 1.5mn in February. Over 37% of
Americans and 58% of British adults received at least
one dose of vaccine, amongst one of the highest in the
world along with Israel and the UAE. As a result, daily
case count and hospitalizations also came down
significantly in these two countries. UK’s FTSE MIB Index
rose 3.4% in March.
US March IHS Markit Flash Composite PMIs continued to
remain strong at 59.1 vs 59.5 prior. February nonfarm
payrolls rose 379,000 vs consensus estimate of
200,000. Retail came much lower than expectations
falling 3% MoM vs -0.3% expected. Fed in its meeting
continued to signal keeping an accommodative

monetary stance keeping Fed Fund rates close to zero
until at least 2024. It also cautioned that a full recovery
remained distant and uncertain, and the economy still
required ultra-easy monetary policy. Fed officials also
upgraded their 2021 real GDP forecast to 6.5% from
4.2%, unemployment rate to 5.0%, and core
PCE inflation forecast to 2.2% from 1.8%. Consensus also
ratcheted up 2021 US real GDP forecasts to 7% from
6% last month. Given a strong upgrade in economic
forecasts, new fiscal stimulus package, pent-up
savings and vaccinations being ahead of schedule, some
investors worry that such factors would lead to a strong
pickup in inflation and would push the Fed to tighten
further than its own guidance. However, the Fed has
continued to maintain that any inflation spike will
be transitory, and it expects core PCE to fall towards 2%
in 2022. Despite rising infections and increasing
lockdowns, Europe outperformed with STOXX 600
Index surging 6.6% as market continued to look pass the
near-term headwind on expected 2H 2021 recovery on
better vaccine availability, distribution and inoculations.
EM equities: MSCI EM Index fell 1.7%, underperforming
DM by 4.8%. Rise in 10-year treasury yields, appreciation
of dollar and Fed continuing to show tolerance towards
higher yields eroded risk appetite. Amongst
regions, EMEA and LatAm outperformed rising 4.3% and
4%, while Asia fell 3.1%. Amongst markets, Mexico
(+8.4%), Chile (+8.0%), Thailand (+5.6%) and Russia
(+5.2%) were the best performers while Peru (10.9%), Turkey (-7.5%), China (-6.1%) and Indonesia
(-4.6%) were the worst performers. Amidst rising
inflation, Brazil, Turkey and Russian central banks
increased rates while Mexico halted its easing
cycle. Turkey equities fell on President Erdogan
firing Governor Naci Agbal after he raised rates by
2% and was replaced by Sahap Kavcioglu. The new
governor expressed his willingness to maintain the
existing policy of the central bank.

Major Indices Performance
Value

MTD Return

YTD Return

Saudi Arabia- Tadawul
Dubai - DFMGI
Abu Dhabi - ADSMI
Qatar - DSM
Kuwait - All Share
Oman* - MSM30

9,908
2,550
5,913
10,402
5,776
3,709

8.3%
-0.1%
4.4%
2.5%
2.2%
2.7%

14.0%
2.3%
17.2%
-0.3%
4.1%
1.4%

20.2
10.7
16.7
14.3
17.4
12.0

2.19
0.92
1.71
1.55
0.94
0.67

2.5%
3.1%
4.5%
2.8%
2.9%
5.8%

Bahrain* - BHSEASI
Egypt - EGX30
Morocco - MOSEMDX
Lebanon* - BLOM
S&P Pan Arab Composite
Israel - TA35
Turkey - XU100
Pakistan - KSE100
S&P 500
STOXX 600
MSCI EM
MSCI All Country World

1,458
10,568
9,336
870
145
1,605
1,392
44,588
3,973
430
1,316
673

-0.6%
-8.3%
0.9%
25.3%
6.5%
3.9%
-5.4%
-2.8%
4.2%
6.1%
-1.7%
2.5%

-2.1%
-2.6%
1.6%
32.2%
11.8%
7.0%
-5.8%
1.9%
5.8%
7.7%
1.9%
4.2%

4.2
8.4
20.1
32.2
17.1
13.1
6.7
6.4
23.1
18.0
15.4
20.0

0.95
1.26
2.54
0.69
1.73
1.45
0.91
0.96
4.08
1.96
1.72
2.65

4.1%
2.8%
3.0%
0.0%
2.8%
1.0%
2.2%
4.9%
1.4%
2.3%
1.9%
1.7%

2,812

3.1%

4.5%

21.0

2.89

1.7%

MSCI World

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments AssetManagement
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Note: Oman, Bahrain and Lebanon’s PE and PB ratios are trailing
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However, we believe the new governor’s real test will be
when inflation would rise further over the next two
months on higher commodity prices and constrained
supplies. Hence, we continue to stay clear of Turkish
equities unless we get confidence in the policies of the
new governor. Chinese market fell sharply thereby
losing all its YTD gains on expectations of monetary
policy normalization and regulatory overhangs. Covid-19
cases
continue
to
rise
in
Brazil,
India,
Poland and Hungary.
Commodities: Oil: Brent oil price hit $70/bbl before
declining 9% and ending the month down 3.9% at
$63.5/bbl. Price decline was driven by rising infections
and lockdowns in Europe and in other EM
countries. Technical factors with CTAs being forced
to cut the long positions also contributed to the
decline. OPEC+ agreed to keep production unchanged in
April with Saudi Arabia committing to keep its voluntary
1mn b/d cut for a third consecutive month in April. Only
Russia and Kazakhstan were granted a small production
increase of 130,000 b/d and 20,000 b/d, respectively, for
April. Although we expect oil prices to face some nearterm volatility given demand headwinds, we believe the
recent correction has mostly priced in the demand
weakness and OPEC+ continues to anchor the prices by
cautiously increasing supply during May-July. Any nearterm drop in Brent price towards $59-60 levels will be a
buying opportunity. We expect Brent to hit $70 level
by 3Q 2021 on rising vaccinations globally, improvement
in European situation as supply, distribution
and inoculation improve post a short speed bump, and
strong summer travel demand, especially, in US and
UK. Oil market is currently in deficit of c.1.5m
b/d and despite weakness in European demand and
recent gradual increase in supply announced by OPEC+,
we continue to see the market to be in deficit over the
most part of the year on rising demand in other
regions. OPEC+ is looking to reduce the OECD
inventories back to the pre-pandemic levels. Downside
risks include rising US shale production, Iran returning to
the market and further deterioration in EU infection
rates.

Dubai

Oil demand/supply balance & US oil inventory
Oil demand/supply balance (thousand barrels per day, LHS)
US oil inventory (thousand barrels, RHS)
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Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management
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Base metals: Nickel, Copper and Aluminum rose 5%,
16.2% and 8.4%, respectively. We remain constructive
on aluminum expecting the price to average $2,250/MT
(+32% YoY) due to the pent-up auto demand, pick up in
global infrastructure spending and a rebound in
construction. Aluminum market is expected to remain
in deficit of 0.2-0.4mn MT in 2021. Copper should
benefit from global infrastructure spending and shift
towards green energy. We expect the copper price to
average $8,700/MT (+41% YoY) and the market to be in
deficit of 0.1-0.3mn MT in 2021. Our bullishness on the
base metals has been reduced by our near-term higher
dollar call. Precious metals: Gold prices declined 1.5%.
We see rising real rates and higher dollar as a headwind
for the gold prices.
Aluminum demand/supply balance (mn MT)
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Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management

Petchems: Olefins prices rallied across the board as
the US production was still below the normal
level post the February winter storm and demand
continuing to remain strong. LLDPE, LDPE and PP prices
rose 16.4%, 11% and 6.3%, respectively. Methanol prices
fell 4.3% on weakness in oil prices. LDPE: We expect
LDPE price to average $1,300/MT in 2021 (+29% YoY)
on strong demand tied to food/hygiene/medical related
packaging, further inventory buildup from very low
levels, plant maintenances being shifted from 2020 to
2021 and lesser upcoming supply vs HDPE and LLDPE.
Methanol: We expect prices to average $270/MT in
2021 (+34% YoY) on higher oil and coal prices and higher
demand for blending on recovering oil demand and
near-term constrained supplies.
Fertilizers: Urea price fell 4.8% as it followed the decline
in natural gas price, however, prices were still up 35%
YTD. We expect urea prices to average $300/MT in 2021
(+20% YoY) on high crop prices YTD (corn up +16% YTD
and Soyabean up +9% YTD), lower than
expected crop yields in US constraining crop supplies
and constrained urea supplies in US due to the winter
storm. In general, we expect petrochemical and
fertilizer prices to weaken during 2H 2021 as supplies
improve and the maintenance season ends.
www.daman.ae
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Currencies: USD closed the month up 2.6% benefiting
from the rise in treasury yields and stronger GDP growth
outlook for US vs the rest of the world (RoW). JP
Morgan EM Currency Index fell 1.1%. Pakistan Rupee
(+4.3%), South African Rand (+2.3%), and Mexican Peso
(2.0%) outperformed. Turkish Lira (-10.0%), Polish Zloty
(-5.1%) and the Czech Koruna (-2.7%) were the worst
performers. Given our expectations of a rise in US
nominal and real yields, Biden doubling vaccination
target and better economic growth in US vs RoW, we
expect the dollar to strengthen in the near term.
However, as the vaccinations in European and EM
economies gain pace and scale during the end of 2Q
2021, we expect the dollar to resume its decline but at a
gradual pace. We favor currencies with commodities and
trade exposure (MXN, KRW, AUD, CAD).

Saudi Arabia

Dollar has started to strengthen
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Given our expectation of a strong US economic rebound
in
2021,
dovish
monetary
policy,
$1.9tn
fiscal stimulus packages, pent-up demand kicking in and
potential $2tn infrastructure package (expected to be
passed in 3Q 2021 under the budget reconciliation
mechanism), we expect both the real and nominal yields
to trend higher. As a result, we prefer an exposure to
the cyclical/value styles which will benefit from higher
economic growth and rising real yields. Given the slack
in the US economy and relative inability of the
companies to pass on rising input costs, we see inflation
spike from a low base in 2020 and pent-up as transitory.
For a sustained inflation pick up, we need to see the
wage growth pick up. We believe risk assets (except the
long duration ones) can absorb higher yields as long
as the rise in yields are driven by the increase in real
yield on higher economic growth and not by the
expectations of the Fed cutting the rates earlier
on an inflation scare. A near-term headwind could be
the higher US corporate tax rate. However, it will be
difficult to pass it in the Senate where it will need a 60%
majority.
We maintain a pro risk stance and are overweight
equities and commodities (also a strong inflation
hedge) and underweight fixed income. In Equities - we
prefer value and cyclical (financials, energy, industrials,
materials, discretionary retailers) styles over growth
and defensive names.
MSCI All Country World Value vs growth

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management
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We are equal weight US and overweight Europe as it
provides cyclical exposure. We prefer to play US through
cyclical and value styles, reopening themes and also
through an exposure to cyclical tech (semiconductors –
fabs and equipment manufacturers and platforms to
benefit from higher ad revenue linked to travel and
tourism) and we tactically downgrade EM from
overweight to neutral on our near-term view of rising
dollar,
rising
US
real
yields
and
better
US real GDP growth. EMs may see a policy divergence vs
DM as EM central banks would need to
counter the threat of higher near-term inflation
and strengthening dollar with tighter monetary policies.
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Saudi Arabia

Within EM we like an exposure to Asian markets (South
Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, China and India), MENA
markets (Saudi, United Arab Emirates, Qatar and
Israel) and selective LATAM markets (especially, Chile
and Mexico). In fixed income - we remain underweight
G10-rates and equal weight on credit. Within credit we
are overweight high yield and underweight investment
grade (IG). We see IG spreads as quite stretched. In
general,
we
prefer
a
short
duration
exposure. Regionally, we are cautious on LATAM and
prefer EMEA instead. In LATAM we dislike high beta
countries such as Colombia and Panama given their
less favourable country fundamentals and rather play
defensive with Chile and Peru instead. Despite a
controlled duration approach, we may position very
opportunistically for an upcoming mean reversion move
from recently steepening curve within the universe such
as Dominican Republic and Chile. However, we are not
yet ready to add Turkey at this stage. Finally, in Asia, we
sell, maintain a positive bias on Pakistan but remain
cautious on the Sri Lanka.
Europe and EM underperformance vs US
S&P 500
MSCI EM
MSCI Europe
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MENA Equities: The regional equities put on another
good performance during the month of March (S&P Pan
Arab
Composite
LargeMidCap
Index
rose
6.5%), with gains in most markets and minor declines
in Bahrain and Dubai. Saudi outperformed again, with
TASI rising 8.3%, driven by growth in banking
and petrochemical names, a buoyant IPO market,
and new investment plans announced by the Crown
Prince to boost the local economy. Abu Dhabi closed the
month at a record high, up 4.4%, driven by a 10.5% gain
in Etisalat, which announced a one-time special dividend
of 40 fils. Furthermore, Etisalat is likely to see its weight
increase in the MSCI and FTSE EM indexes, during May
and June respectively, which should bring about passive
flows of up to AED 734mn (84 days of
ADTV).
Oman,
Qatar
and
Kuwait
closed
higher 2.7%, 2.5% and 2.2%, respectively. Egypt majorly
underperformed, with margin calls, poor liquidity
and foreign outflows driving the index down
8.3%. Average daily cases in the GCC increased by 11%
MoM and were particularly high in Oman and
Kuwait, rising by 147% and 61% respectively. Both the
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governments announced nighttime curfews to stem the
surge in cases. In Saudi, Innovative Energy
(PIF related) announced plans to take ADES
International Holding private. The stock soared 34%
after the announcement, leaving a small arbitrage to the
offer price of $12.5 per share. We participated in
the Theeb Rent A Car IPO, the company managed to
raise $138mn by selling a 30% stake. The IPO was priced
at the top end of the range with the book being covered
60x. The stock closed the first two days of trading up
48%. Saudi Central Bank extended its loan payment
deferral programme to the end of 2Q 2021 which
was viewed positively, as it would keep some pressure
off
the
asset
quality
in
Saudi,
which
has remained largely resilient since the onset of Covid19. On the last day of the month, TASI soared by 2.8%,
its biggest single-day gain in more than a year, on the
back off the Crown Prince’s announcement that 24 listed
companies had agreed to cut their dividends and
redirect that money into the economy. This capex is
expected to total around SAR5tn over the next 10 years
and would form part of a much bigger
SAR27tn plan announced by the Crown Prince to
diversify the economy. In the UAE, Emaar announced
plans to takeover and delist its subsidiary Emaar Malls.
The proposed transaction, subject to shareholder
approval, involves swapping 0.51 shares of Emaar for
every one share of Emaar Malls. Management noted
that the rationale behind the merger was to enhance
cash flows for the company, strengthen its balance sheet
and improve the overall liquidity of the
company. Tristar Transport - a leading global integrated
liquid logistics solutions provider - announced plans to
IPO on DFM and raise up to USD 175mn by selling a 24%
stake in the company. Julphar inked a deal with G42
Medications Trading to locally produce Sinopharm’s
Covid-19 vaccines from April. Abu Dhabi also announced
that their new vaccine plant in KIZAD would become
operational later in the year and would be able to
produce up to 200mn doses per annum.
MENA
recommendations:
We
continue
to
favor
cyclical
names
regionally
–
banks,
mining, metals, materials and petrochemicals, given
our constructive view on oil and petrochemicals. Within
the UAE, we continue to like reopening plays such as
hotels, malls, and airlines, particularly given UAE’s fast
vaccine rollout (over eight million doses have been
administered so far). To play on the government
spending theme and mortgages we took an exposure to
Yanbu Cement (strategically located close to mega
projects in the West) and Bawan (derives more than
50% of revenue from construction materials). In
general, we prefer an exposure to commodities linked
markets in the region. On the high dividend yield side we
like names in education and real estate management in
Kuwait, telecom and fuel station operators in Saudi and
UAE and regional top banks with high capital adequacy.
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Sectors Performance of Key MENA Indices (MoM Change)
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MENA Valuations
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MENA Relative Valuations Versus Emerging Markets
Based on our relative PE analysis of MENA markets
versus Emerging Markets, we believe that MENA
markets offer selective value as they currently trade
close to the historical average relative PE of 1.07 vs
MSCI EM. MENA offers higher dividend yield of 3.3%
vs EM at 2.2%.

Relative PE (1yr Fwd.): Saudi vs MSCI EM

Saudi Arabia

Relative PE (1yr Fwd.): MENA vs MSCI EM
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UAE is trading close to the historical average relative
PE of 0.93 vs MSCI EM. However, UAE’s dividend yield
is quite attractive at 4.9%. Relative PE is calculated by
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Markets. Standard Deviation measures the variation
in the relative PE from its average over the last 5
years.
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Emerging Markets Fixed Income

Saudi Arabia

In our EM universe, the Bloomberg Barclays EM USD
Aggregate Total Return Index returned -1.25% during the
month of March 2021, in line with the JP Morgan
Emerging Market Global Index returning -1.04% for the
same period. Both indices are down to -3.48% and 4.74% respectively for 2021 Q1. Despite the negative
returns, the main contributors to the performance are
high beta countries where recent positive economic
developments took place over the month such as China
(finally) approving a $1.5bn FX swap line with Sri Lanka
(+9.03%) and making it the top performer in the EM
space despite its complicated outlook beyond 2021. At
the opposite of the spectrum Lebanon lost an extra 11%
followed by Turkey (-5.72%), Senegal (-5.70%) and
Mozambique (-5.16%).

Dubai

The return of the Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Aggregate
Total Return Index was mostly driven by US Treasury
yields, with some modest and selective spread
compression pockets. The increased US rate volatility has
likely contributed to the underperformance of long-end
EM bonds and significantly dampened the broader
universe leaving certain EM curves close to their 1y
steepest level (Dominican Republic, Chile, Paraguay or
even Turkey). We believe Emerging Markets spreads
show some relationship to a change in US Treasury
yields, which is inverse. This relationship (usually
assumed for developed markets as well) exhibits spread
widening in line with worsening fundamentals given
falling US Treasury yields.

Source: JP Morgan

More than 50% of the spread risk was issued from
LATAM region followed with Middle East (~25%) and
Asia Pacific (~20%) region. The interest rate risk of the
universe is heavily skewed towards the 30-year US Mid
Swap and therefore contributed to drag down the
universe.
In Asia Pacific, China is likely to maintain its robust
growth trajectory this year, with the government
tapering stimulus only moderately to safeguard the
economic recovery. Growth has returned to its potential
path, but inflationary pressures remain mild with the job
market conditions having not fully recovered to preCovid levels and we expect The People’s Bank of China
(PBoC) forward guidance to be unchanged to marginally
hawkish ready to contain an industrial sector
(potentially) overheat risk. In India, more expansionary
fiscal policy should support recovery momentum. We
expect a sharp recovery to double-digit growth in their
fiscal year 2022 (ending March 2022), with both
consumption and public capex pick up strongly. Policy –
especially monetary policy – should remain
accommodative to support the recovery. Higher oil prices
pose a risk, as do obstacles to vaccinate the large
population.

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management
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In our EM universe, the Bloomberg Elsewhere in Asia, the
speed of recovery diverges across countries. Taiwan and
Vietnam started 2021 with GDP above pre-Covid levels.
Strong external demand and successful domestic
pandemic management support the growth outlook
there. In contrast, an early-year surge in infections in
Indonesia and Malaysia has negatively affected their
outlook. The situation has since stabilized, but not
without affecting their growth recoveries.

Saudi Arabia

In domestically driven economies such as Indonesia and
the Philippines, the pace of vaccination will be
particularly important to the activity resurgence. In the
Philippines, household consumption accounts for most
of the GDP and contracted 7.9% in 2020. The economy is
now experiencing a resurgence of infections to the
highest levels since the start of the pandemic; this looks
set to delay the reopening of the economy. Excluding
Singapore, many Asian economies have vaccine rollout
rates below the global average.
In Central Asia, we remain opportunistically inclined to
Sri Lanka to capitalize on the $1.5bn 3-year swap
agreement with China in the face of dwindling reserves.
Sri Lanka is getting closer to China; its biggest import
partner and more than 22% of the island nation’s foreign
purchases were from China last year. This aid came in a
timely manner as India decided not to roll over the
existing swap facility as Sri Lanka chose to rebuff IMF
prescriptions for assistance that included fiscal
consolidation and austerity measures. Au contraire, the
government in its latest budget, proposed increasing
spending this year to support the economy, while the
central bank, for its part, kept interest rates at a record
low.

Dubai

We are constructive on Pakistan on the back of
resumption of the IMF program, successful Eurobond
issuance of $2.5bn which should allay liquidity concerns,
and rollover of debt from GCC countries. It came at a
crucial time as Net International Reserve stood at $12bn,
just enough to cover 3 months’ worth of imports. IMF
approved the release of $500mn after review of the
Extended Fund Facility (EFF) under the Fund’s $6bn, loan
program. Pakistan’s yearly financing needs stand at
$15bn of which external debt obligations stand at $11bn.
It will focus on reducing its fiscal deficit and improving
the weighted interest cost of its internal debt by paying it
off partially.

March 2021

(2020-2024) that aims to improve the financial position
of the Sultanate, cut down the country’s general debt and
ameliorate its global credit rating.
Indeed, Bahrain will maintain its tight spending policy in
line with the Fiscal Balance Programme as it looks to
keep its borrowing costs low and maintain easy access to
global debt markets as the $10bn bailout from Saudi
Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait nears depletion. Regional
assistance will be vital to keep the external and fiscal
accounts sustainable in the medium term. A more
pronounced regional crisis stemming from an uptick in
tensions between Iran and Saudi Arabia and/or the US
could see risk premiums spike higher, particularly for
Bahrain.

To avoid the threat of a ratings downgrade that comes
with tapping into the IMF and World Banks’s joint Debt
Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI), Ghana sought an
alternative to meet its debt load as it became the first
country in EM Sovereign to add a Zero-Coupon Bond
(ZCB) to its bond financing giving the government room
to
manage
the
fiscal
space
effectively;
face value USD 525mio- issued at 22% discount. At $3bn
issued in four different tranches- ZCB, 7Y, 12Y and 20Y,
Ghana will satisfy the external financing needs for 2021
($2.5-2.8bn). $400mn will be used to refinance domestic
debt with a weighted average interest rate 17.2% versus
5.3% for external debt. This translates into savings of
around $200mn over 4 years. Ghana has one of the
highest real policy rates among emerging-market
sovereigns, which indicates that interest rates may have
further room to fall. On a relative basis, there is ample
room for the spreads to compress versus similar rated
peers such as Ivory Coast and Nigeria.
Turkey is running a large current account deficit with
limited FX reserves ($39bn including CBRT swaps) and
so looks like it may face a challenge to finance this deficit.
The Central Bank of Turkey new governor Şahap
Kavcıoğlu highlighted that he is fully committed to
achieving its 5% inflation target in 2023 and that it will
use its monetary policy tools appropriately. Kavcıoğlu
also said that he will keep its one-week repo rate as its
main policy tool and that the current high level of
inflation and inflation expectations require a tight
monetary policy stance. In terms of real rates, the
governor highlighted that the policy rate will remain
above the level of inflation. We see this speech as an
indication that policy continuity seems more likely now
than policy reversal.

In the Middle East and Africa, we continue to favor Oman,
Bahrain and Ghana. The Economic Stimulus Package
(EPS) announced by Oman aims to diversify the economy
away from hydrocarbon dependency and falls within the
framework of the Fiscal Sustainability Plan
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Ongoing government stimulus measures, combined with
the roll-out of a Covid-19 vaccine in March, will help
economic activity return to normal over the coming
quarters. Additionally, business-friendly policies by
President Luis Abinader and deepening ties with the US
(its main trading partner) will support investment over
the longer term, particularly if the Dominican Republic is
able to capitalize on the emerging trend of ‘near shoring’
global supply chains.
Views and Recommendations
Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management

Dubai

Saudi Arabia

We remain cautious in LATAM. While we are cognizant
spreads have recovered slightly in recent weeks, they
remain fragile with three key themes: Covid-19, fiscal
consolidation, and election. We play defensive there and
therefore in the investment grade segment, Chile is well
positioned against a weaker backdrop, together with
Peru to a lesser extent. We see Colombia and Panama as
the most vulnerable credits particularly regarding their
fiscal policy and discipline. Mexico is not a credit we
particularly like but given fundamentals compare
favorably to both Panama and Colombia we see room
for Mexico spread to compress and eventually
outperform on the back of a strong data linked to a better
US growth. Brazil is approaching interesting levels on an
adjusted risk rating basis but given the current political
concerns we stay away. Within the high-yield segment we
prefer Pemex, where bonds trade cheap enough to make
risk-reward attractive to us. Ecuador still has a tricky
outlook and we do not accumulate at this point. Elections
in LATAM are still an important theme and is a key
reason for our caution on regional credit. Next up are
Chile and Peru. Both countries come from solid fiscal
starting points, allowing space to increase spending,
while larger structural changes will be difficult to
implement given political dynamics. In Brazil, the fiscal
policy trajectory presents several uncertainties. The most
recent round of fiscal measures will not technically
breach the spending ceiling, but a credible path to fiscal
sustainability is lacking. The recent changes to
Bolsonaro’s cabinet do not technically impact the fiscal
outlook but highlight the precarious political
environment.
In Central America, we remain optimistic about
Dominican Republic’s recovery as its diversified mix of
current external receipts and lower commodity export
dependence helped limit the current account deficit to
1.8% of GDP in 2020; we expect it to remain less than 2%
of GDP and to continue to be fully funded by net foreign
direct investment in 2021.
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Globally, we believe the scale of US fiscal stimulus and the
speed of vaccine rollout have significantly lifted
global economic prospects which is the basis of our
constructive view on global growth. However, we believe
this race is non-even across economies and the speed of
vaccine rollout will be a key differentiator of near-term
growth prospects in both developed and emerging
markets.
Inflation rhetoric has full market attention as the global
economy returns to growth. The market focus has shifted
from the economic recovery (the “reflation trade”
narrative) to fears of higher inflation. We think inflation
concerns are largely overdone and is primarily
supply side driven and transitory in nature. Supplychain disruption and more recently rising commodity
prices has placed a floor on inflation in some EMs,
but large negative output gaps suggest core inflationary
Pressures, i.e. demand side inflation, remains marginal.
Supply-chain disruptions during the pandemic had led to
higher prices in some instances, fueling inflation fears.
Economic reopening is likely to lead to one-off price
pressures, but sustained price effects are unlikely.
Prolonged lockdowns across both developed and
emerging economies have led to a rise in ‘unintended’
savings, swelling retail bank balances. As restrictions are
eased and economies reopen following the shutdown of
services sectors, mini-cycle consumption booms are
anticipated but given persistently large negative output
gaps, and with a return to full employment some years
away, we think inflation is not an immediate risk.
Central bankers have emphasized that they will look
through transitory price shocks and we think EM central
banks will deliver fewer rate hikes than the market is
expecting and instead choose to hold rates constant.
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Even though generic emerging market spreads are flat on
the year, high yield spreads have underperformed
investment grade spreads and dispersion within the high
yield segment has also picked up complicating the
navigation. Higher US Treasury yields reduce the
premium EM debt offers driving large outflows from EM
hard currency funds, a pick-up in high beta supply and
easing off oil prices from year-to-date highs should keep
pressure on spreads.

Saudi Arabia

Yield compression is squeezing the total-return potential
of EM dollar debt, leaving carry-focused creditors with
few options other than to shift down in quality or move
out along the curve. EM investment grade (IG) now offers
the weakest carry potential on record, yielding 34 basis
points a year on a duration-adjusted basis. By
comparison, EM high yield (HY) offers a durationadjusted yield of 117 basis points a year, well below its
historical average of 143 basis points. Taken together, the
HY-IG yield differential has compressed 83 basis points a
year at its historical average.

We remain selective as we choose high yield to
investment grade focusing mostly on fundamentals such
as international reserves, fiscal trajectory, current
account balances and domestic economic and political
developments. Regionally, we are cautious on LATAM
and prefer EMEA instead. In LATAM we dislike high beta
countries such as Colombia and Panama given their less
favorable country fundamentals and rather play
defensive with Chile and Peru instead. On the high yield
side, we see attractive risk/reward in Pemex with its
potential spread compression to its sovereign. Despite a
controlled duration approach, we may position very
opportunistically for an upcoming mean reversion move
from recently steepening curve within the universe such
as Dominican Republic and Chile. However, we are not
yet ready to add Turkey at this stage. Finally, in Asia, we
sell, maintain a positive bias on Pakistan but remain
cautious on the Sri Lanka.

Performance

Dubai

Barclays GCC Credit +HY Index
Citi MENA Broad Bond Index
Dow Jones Sukuk
Barclays Global Aggregate Index
Barclays Global High Yield Index
Barclays US Treasury Index
Barclays US Corporate Index
Barclays US Corporate High Yield index
JPM EM Global Bond Index
Bloomberg Barclays Emerging Markets Hard Currency Aggregate Index
Barclays EM High yield
Barclays EM Corporate Index
10-year US Treasury yield* (%)
30-year US Treasury yield* (%)
US Treasury 2-10 Spread
US Treasury 2-30 Spread
10-year Germany Treasury yield* (%)
US Breakeven 10 Year*
9-year Saudi Arabia Govt USD Bond yield* (%)
10-year Abu Dhabi Govt USD Bond yield* (%)
7-year Kuwait Govt USD Bond yield* (%)
10-year Oman Govt USD Bond yield* (%)
10-year Bahrain Govt USD Bond yield* (%)
9-year Qatar Govt USD Bond yield* (%)
10-year Egypt Govt USD Bond yield* (%)
EIBOR 3M* (%)
SAIBOR 3M* (%)
QAIBOR 3M* (%)
Dubai 5 Year CDS* (bps)

Value

MTD Change

YTD Change

183
168
108
534
1,500
2,451
3,395
2,358
609
1,243
1,405
312
1.74
2.41
157.62
224.64
-0.29
2.37
2.61
2.25
1.62
5.60
5.77
2.45
6.73
0.40
0.80
0.98
43

-0.7%
-1.1%
-0.7%
-1.9%
-0.9%
-1.5%
-1.7%
0.1%
-1.1%
-1.3%
-1.7%
-1.0%
34
26
30
23
-3
23
18
8
17
7
27
25
46
9
0
1
0

-3.0%
-3.4%
-1.8%
-4.5%
-1.0%
-4.3%
-4.6%
0.8%
-5.3%
-3.5%
-3.2%
-1.3%
83
77
79
73
28
39
55
57
49
-9
90
81
87
-12
-2
-14
-3

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management
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Barclays GCC Credit +HY Index
195

480

Price

OAS Spread (RHS)
430

185

380
175
330
165
280
155
230

Saudi Arabia

145

135
Apr-19

180
130
Jun-19

Aug-19

Oct-19

Dec-19

Feb-20

Apr-20

Jun-20

Aug-20

Oct-20

Dec-20

Feb-21

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management

Major Commodities and Currencies
Performance
Value

MTD Change

YTD Change

Bre nt crude oi l (USD/bbl )
Na tura l Ga s (USD/mmbtu)

63.54
2.61

-3.9%
-5.9%

22.7%
2.7%

Gol d (USD/Ounce )
Coppe r (USD/MT)
Al umi ni um (USD/MT)

1,708
8,788
2,188

-1.5%
-3.8%
1.8%

-10.0%
13.4%
10.8%

16,022
357
292

-13.5%
-4.8%
-4.3%

-3.2%
34.7%
-3.9%

1,350
1,510

17.4%
6.3%

28.6%
18.9%

93.23
1,700.17
56.14

2.6%
-0.9%
-1.1%

3.7%
-1.1%
-3.1%

EGP/USD
TRY/USD

0.06
0.121

0.0%
-10.0%

0.2%
-9.9%

PKR/USD

0.655

4.3%

5.0%

ILS/USD

0.299

-1.2%

-3.9%

EUR/USD

1.17

-2.9%

-4.0%

GBP/USD

1.38

-1.1%

0.8%

USD/JPY

110.72

3.9%

7.2%

Ni cke l (USD/MT)
Ure a Mi ddl e Ea s t (USD/MT)
Me tha nol Chi na (USD/MT)
SE As i a Pol ye thyl e ne (USD/MT)
Pol ypropyl e ne (USD/MT)

Dubai

US Dol l a r Inde x
MSCI EM Curre ncy i nde x
JPM EM Curre ncy i nde x

Source: Bloomberg, Daman Investments Asset Management
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Performance of our Funds and strategies
Concerto IS Daman MENA UCITS Fund (DAMENAI LX EQUITY)

The aim of this strategy is to achieve medium to long-term
capital appreciation by investing primarily in securities of
issuers listed in the MENAPT Region or investing in
securities of issuers listed outside of the MENAPT Region
but deriving most of their revenues from the MENAPT
Region.

Saudi Arabia

Total Return*
Annualized Return
Annualized Volatility
Sharpe Ratio

2021

Inception
(30 Jul 2020)
(Class I)

4.7%
-

14.4%
22.9%
6.9%
3.84

* NAV as of 25th March 2021

The fund returned 1.1% during the month. In term of asset
class, equities were the key contributor to the returns
as fixed income remained flattish with tightening spreads
offsetting the rise in treasury yields. Geographically, Saudi
was the key contributor to the fund return followed
by Qatar and UAE, while Egypt contributed negatively to
the portfolio returns.
Given our expectation of rise in US treasury yields
and stronger dollar, we have increased the cash in the
fund to capitalize on any broader EM sell-off. We continue
to avoid geographies with low net foreign reserves & high
external financing needs such as Turkey to safeguard
against any potential currency risk. We built on to our
position in Qatar Aluminum on widening spreads
between
aluminum
and
alumina.
In
Saudi,
we increased our exposure to Saudi National Bank. The
bank should be the preferred choice to fund the
government capex plans

MENA High Income

The aim of this strategy is to generate income while
achieving medium to long term capital appreciation, with a
low correlation to the MENA region. Focus is on companies
offering dividend yields above region and providing strong
cash flow visibility. Portfolio diversification is further
achieved by adding high yield fixed income securities
where market is overpricing systematic and/or
idiosyncratic risks.
Inception
2021
(Jan 2018)
Total Return
5.2%
19.9%
Annualized Return
5.7%
Annualized Volatility
9.3%
Sharpe Ratio
0.41

The strategy returned 0.7% during the month.
Geographically, Saudi was the key contributor to the fund
return followed by UAE and Oman, while Egypt and
Kuwait contributed negatively to the portfolio returns.
With the risk of increasing geopolitical tension linked to
the Nile dam, low liquidity in the market and lack of macro
catalysts we decided to reduce our exposure in general
to Egypt. The Egyptian names which we own such
as Oriental Weavers, EKHO, etc. generate a very
strong free cash flow yield and have a strong track record
in terms of paying dividends to the shareholders. The
strategy is well diversified across asset classes (59%
Equities, 34% Fixed Income and 7% cash), countries and
sectors.

Daman Islamic Enhanced Income Fund (2024)

According to our systems, the fund returned 21 basis
points over March 2021 where the vast majority of the was
issued from the income return as price return suffered
from certain idiosyncratic events.

Dubai

The Daman Islamic Enhanced Income Fund seeks to
generate an attractive risk-adjusted total return through
a Sharia Compliant Salam mechanism linked to a portfolio
of fixed income securities. Coupons may be distributed or
accumulated monthly with maturity expected in
December 2024.
Inception
2021
(Nov 2020)
Total Return**
2.1%
7.5%
Dividends Paid**
1.3%
2.9%
Rating
BBAnnualized Return
10.1%
Annualized Volatility
2.4%
Sharpe Ratio
3.69
** Indicative of 31st March 2021
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The main contributor to this performance was largely our
high beta positions in Saudi with ADES 2025 credit and
Arabian Center 2024 contributing combinedly 20basis
points. UAE and Bahrain also added 21 basis points to the
performance via sovereign and quasi sovereign positions.
With the arbitrary removal of the Central Bank governor in
Turkey, along with Egypt that suffered the consequences
of flight back to quality, they were the main detractors
offsetting 31 basis points combinedly from the overall
performance largely from the recent issue Egypt credit due
in 2026. Our controlled approach of duration paid up very
well as more than 90% of the total return is coming from
positions with a duration lower than 5 years.
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About Daman Investments
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Daman Asset Management is a dedicated MENA specialist offering mutual funds strategies and
bespoke investment products, which have been built on our independent research insights and backed
with a proven track record of delivering superior risk-adjUS Treasuriesed returns which have
substantially outperformed peers and regional benchmarks. Our experienced team manages
investments on behalf of local and regional institutions, family offices and high net worth individuals.

The document is issued by Daman Investments PSC, which is authorized and regulated by the Emirates
Securities and Commodities Authority (SCA).

To receive a list of Daman Investment’s composite descriptions and any other information, please contact the
Marketing & Communications Department.
Address:
Tel:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Daman Investments PSC, Suite 600, P.O. Box 9436 Dubai, UAE
(+971 4) 332 4140
(+971 4) 332 6465
amc@daman.ae
https://www.daman.ae/

Dubai

This document has been prepared by Daman Investments PSC and is for private use only. The document is for information purpose only and
it does not constitute investment advice nor is it intended to be an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any
investment product(s)/asset class(es) mentioned in this document, nor an incentive to invest. The investment product(s)/asset class(es)
described in this document may not be eligible for sale or subscription in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. This document
is intended for publication and distribution to the recipient only and may not be passed on or disclose to any other persons. This document
is not intended for distribution to a person or within a jurisdiction where such distribution would be restricted or illegal. It is the
responsibility of any person in possession of this document to investigate and observe all applicable laws and regulation of the relevant
jurisdiction. This document may not be conveyed to or used by a third party without our express consent. Daman Investments PSC is not
responsible for any error which may be occasioned at the time of printing of this document. The investment product(s)/asset class(es)
described in this document is/are destined to investor(s) who possess sufficient knowledge, based on their own experience, to evaluate the
advantages and the risks inherent to such investment product(s)/asset class(es). Prior to making an investment decision, you should
conduct such investigation and analysis regarding the investment product(s)/ asset class(es) described herein as you deem appropriate and
to the extent you deem necessary, obtain independent advice from competent legal, financial, tax, accounting and other professionals, to
enable you to understand and recognize fully the legal, financial, tax and other risks arising in respect of such investment product(s)/asset
class(es) and the purchase, holding and/or sale thereof. Daman Investments PSC hereby expressly disclaims any obligation, or liability
whatsoever, and it shall not be responsible under any circumstances or in any way, irrespective, contractual or non-contractual for any
fiduciary responsibility or liability for any consequences, financial or otherwise, or any damages and loss including but not limited to
compensations, charges, expenses and /or implications, direct and/or indirect, incidental, collateral, special or exceptional related to or
arising from any reliance placed on the information in this document, failures, errors, interruption, defect, delay and / or the fluctuations of
prices, if any, and in any or all transactions, securities, assets, sales assumptions, and proceeds from sales or transactions and actual
collections are subject to change of sales prices timing of collections whatsoever, unless a written conclusive official evidence may prove a
gross negligence, fraud or willful misconduct on the part of Daman Investments PSC.
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